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**SOCIAL SCIENCES**
The program ~ 100 %  
Application ~ 10 %

**PERSONAL QUALITIES, etc.**
The program ~ 100 %
Necessity ~ 100 %

**PROJECT PURPOSE IS THE PROGRAM CHANGE**
Science ~ 50 %
Qualities ~ 50 %

**FOUNDATION:**
• Innovative theories and programs

**The scheme 1. Project foundation**

**Paragraph 3. Other basics for the training program working out:** 1. Proportion of information representation (according to influence of some aspect on the final result). 2. Comprehensive application of every possible training approach and methods (communicative exercises; strengthening of the decisions already made; shaping of external manifestations).

**Paragraph 4. Ideal Model** (the ultimate goal): 1. The Personality Formation Programs should take about the half of study time during 10-15 years and even more. 2. People, showing a good example of personal skills for others conduct the classes. 3. Material and technical resources completely meet the highest requirements.

**Paragraph 5. Stages of the Model development in the system of Education.** Starting from fulfillment of some easy conditions (On Stage 1 several hours per week should be spent for tasks connected with Personality Formation, etc.) and to realization of the ideal Model (increasing of requirements).

**Paragraph 6. The project development is supported** by positive results of original courses “Personality Formation” with twenty-year experience. The results are gotten in all declared objects: development of Personality, relationship, creativity, traditions, healthy life style, etc.

**Conclusions**
- The problem of Personality Formation used to be solved not once in history, arguably, it can and should be solved also at the present time.
- The fundamental principles, necessary for solution of this problem, were determined (scientific and non-religious basis, educational programs, etc.)
- It is necessary to solve the following logical problem for successful implementation of this Project: achievement of scientific recognition of this Project and its main statements, publishing of necessary course books and study letters, approval of the programs and their wide promotion.
- Solution of the task of Personality Formation will help to avoid most of psycho-emotional and other problems.
- The decision of a problem of Formation of the Person will allow to eliminate a huge part of psychoemotional and other problems.
- We sincerely hope, that our Project will touch most of researchers and other worthy representatives of our society.

**The basic references**

PARAGRAPHS

**Paragraph 1. Theoretical foundations** are the author’s theories of Consciousness, Personality Formation, etc. Human Consciousness is considered as “the Computer”, and personal qualities, talents, abilities, advantages and weak points of each person are put in this Computer.

**Paragraph 2. The moral Standard** (the Standard for Deserving People) is the model of the graduate. The given Standard defines your point of destination and from what you should get rid of.

**Introduction**
- The number of sins and different psycho-emotional problems (drug-addiction, alcoholism, loneliness, depressions, etc.) has doubled or even tripled over 20-30 years.
- One of the basic reasons is that the educational system does not deal with these problems (prevention of defects, formation of positive personal qualities, forming of immunity to different psycho-emotional problems and so on) on a full scale. In many cases there is no time for solution these problems in secondary and high school.
- Up to 90 % of the information gained at school is never used in real life!
- It is obvious that each person does want to be free from fears, to maintain self-control, to be sociable, to be able to set and reach the goals, to find friends and not to lose them and many other things.
- Therefore the object in view of the given work is to make a brief introduction of the Project developed for solution of the following problem: formation of highly-effective Person (Personality) free from defects and significant psycho-emotional problems on the basis of application of purposeful Personality Formation programs.

**Methods**
- Analysis of historical analogues (training of knights, aristocrats, etc.).
- Working out of necessary theories.
- Working out of innovative programs for the Personality Formation.

**Results**
**Paragraph 1. Theoretical foundations** are the author’s theories of Consciousness, Personality Formation, etc. Human Consciousness is considered as “the Computer”, and personal qualities, talents, abilities, advantages and weak points of each person are put in this Computer.

**Paragraph 2. The moral Standard** (the Standard for Deserving People) is the model of the graduate. The given Standard defines your point of destination and from what you should get rid of.

**Paragraph 3. Other basics for the training program working out:** 1. Proportion of information representation (according to influence of some aspect on the final result). 2. Comprehensive application of every possible training approach and methods (communicative exercises; strengthening of the decisions already made; shaping of external manifestations).

**Paragraph 4. Ideal Model** (the ultimate goal): 1. The Personality Formation Programs should take about the half of study time during 10-15 years and even more. 2. People, showing a good example of personal skills for others conduct the classes. 3. Material and technical resources completely meet the highest requirements.

**Paragraph 5. Stages of the Model development in the system of Education.** Starting from fulfillment of some easy conditions (On Stage 1 several hours per week should be spent for tasks connected with Personality Formation, etc.) and to realization of the ideal Model (increasing of requirements).